Math 1 Changes 2019-2020

Note that the numbers below refer to the 2019–2020 edition, unless followed by a (‘18) in which case they refer to the 2018–2019 edition.

10 fixed answer 177 added another answer
#34(‘18) combined with #35(‘18), moved 213 reworded to #120 228 fixed answer
#35(‘18) combined with #34(‘18), moved 270 slight rewording to #120 285 fixed answer
#36(‘18) moved to 121 292 removed varies directly, added 60 added to the answer proportional
66 deleted “3 feet in a yard” 299 slight rewording 85 put diagrams in answer 365 updated answer 88 put diagrams in answer 446 fixed answer 93 slight rewording, added to answer
111 separated #120(‘18) into two 508 slight rewording (a) problems, see #112, moved earlier, 560 changed name adjusted answer 591 rewritten, was Golf Math I, 112 was part of #120(‘18), moved 606 rewritten answer earlier, added answer 114 removed direct variation, 606 rewritten, was Golf Math II, separated #115(‘18) into two updated answer problems #114 and #115, adjusted answer 618 slight rewording
115 was part of #115(‘18), added 663 changed letters and answer 668 reworded slightly
answer 120 was #34(‘18) and #35(‘18), 670 fixed typos, changed name combined, adjusted answer 702 changed time, fixed answer, was 121 was #36(‘18), moved #649(‘18) 125 changed “rate” to “speed” 703 added to answer (e) 126 italicized “average speed” 728 fixed typo in answer 130 removed direct variation added 751 added to answer proportional, added time units 773 reworded, adjusted answer 134 fixed answer 788 adjusted spacing, fixed answer typo 136 adjusted wording, added (c) 796 fixed answer (c) 143 added answer 815 fixed typo 154 removed direct variation, added 832 reworded, adjusted answer proportional relationship 839 slight rewording (b) 162 removed direct variation, added 852 slight rewording proportional 869 adjusted diagram 163 removed direct variation, added p. 104 updated references for “direct variation” proportional p. 108 added “proportional” 165 removed direct variation, added p. 108 added “proportionality constant” proportional p. 111 added “varies directly” 166 removed direct variation, added proportional